
What is Ostad Mathematical Software? 

Briefly, we can say that Ostad is an intelligent software that can analyze 
user mathematical questions and gives step by step solution to them. The 
way that Ostad describes solutions, is in mathematical form and 
notations.  In other words, Ostad software is an intelligent mathematical 
tool for education that can help students to find the answer to their math 
questions.  

Abilities and Features 

Ostad Mathematical software has very powerful tools for answering 
questions of students of high school and college degree. Some of 
capabilities of Ostad mathematical software are as follow: 

1- Solving equalities and inequalities in the form of trigonometric, 
logarithmic, exponential, polynomial, radical, inverse 
trigonometric, absolute value, floor and other forms with many 
excellences in each form in comparison to other symbolic tools 
available in market. For example, in solving trigonometric 
equations, Ostad can find solution of equation in the general k form 
and even say conditions of each variable for being a valid solution. 

2- Calculating domain of functions. Ostad can find domain of 
functions and demonstrate the way of calculation step by step. 

3- Calculating periods of a periodic trigonometric function. By a 
couple of heuristic and analytic approach, Ostad can explain about 
period of a trigonometric function and also can determine the 
principal period of function. For example the principal period of 

function  is 2. 
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4- Finding inverse of an invertible function.  
5- Numerical and analytical drawing of functions. With this feature 

one can find domain of functions, axes intersections, horizontal, 
vertical and slant asymptotes, inclination point, maximum and 
minimum points or ranges and finally Ostad can show all 
information about falling and rising ranges of function in a relative 
table. 

6- Calculating limit of functions, derivative and integral of functions 
step by step. 

7- User can simplify a formula by using simplify tool. This tool 
implements simplification rules to pack the formula and shrink it.   

8- User friendly and easy to use. 

We will speak about each capability in detail in the following 
sections. 

Solving Equalities and Inequalities 

With this powerful feature, users can solve polynomial equations in 
the general form up to degree 4.  Also this tool can give the solution 
of trigonometric equations in general k form, for example k for 
equation sin(x)=0. Also the solution to absolute value and floor 
equations are given in the range form. For more examples see 
www.gohararya.com/samples.php3. it is worthy to mention that all 
parts of this application explain the solution step by step. 

Ostad software solves equations and not only gives the solution to 
inequalities of a specified inequality, but also gives table of changes 
of the given function.  

http://www.gohararya.com/samples.php3
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Solving Equalities and inequalities 

With this powerful feature, users can solve polynomial equations in 
the general form up to degree 4.  Also this tool can give the solution 

of trigonometric equations in general k form, for example k for 
equation sin(x)=0. Also the solution to absolute value and floor 
equations are given in the range form. For more examples see 
www.gohararya.com/samples.php3. it is worthy to mention that all 
parts of this application explain the solution step by step. 

Ostad software solves equations and not only gives the solution to 
inequalities of a specified inequality, but also gives table of changes 
of the given function. 

Ostad benefits from a human-like Solver. Therefore solutions of 
Ostad are the same as human solution and can be useful for 
education. Common mathematical tools solve trigonometric equations 
numerically but Ostad solves it like a human and gives the solution in 
algebraic notation. For example Maple Solves sin(x) = 0 numerically 
and its answer is zero, but Ostad solves it like a human and the 
answer is k.  

Maple: 

 

Ostad: 

 

http://www.gohararya.com/samples.php3


As one can infer, Maple only finds the solution when k = 0 but Ostad 
finds general form of solution. Not only Ostad can give general form 
of solutions, but also it can explain condition of a particular variable 
for being the solution of equation. For example equation

, has two solutions, one for second parenthesis, one for 
the first parenthesis. So one solution is a = 0 and it is independent of 
variable x. The results obtained from Maple and Ostad are as follow. 

Maple: 

  

Ostad: 

  

Maple can find only  when k = -1, but Ostad finds all 

available solutions and gives the complete general form solution as 

. In non-trigonometric equations, Ostad has many advantages 

over other common mathematical tools like Matlab. 

Maple: 

  

Ostad: 



  

Below, you can find other examples that Maple can�t solve it. 

 

Ostad  :  

  

Answer of Ostad for  :  

 

  



In inequality section, Ostad draws table of changes of inequality to 
explain clearly about range of changes in the given function. 

  

In the above figure, First, Ostad finds domain of function, then Ostad 
calculates root(s) of function to find sign of function between these 
numbers, and finally draws table of changes for more clarity. 

Maple: 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Simplification 

Maple: 

  

Ostad: 

  

Calculating Domain 

Domain calculation is one of the important parts of mathematics 
which is not considered well in common mathematical softwares such 
as Matlab, Mupad and Maple. Ostad can calculate domain of 
functions with step by step explanation of the solution.  In the 
following figure domain calculation of  by Ostad is 
depicted. 



  



Numerical drawing 

Ostad has an eligible and robust drawing engine because it profits 
from an algebraic function analyzer. To explain its difference, 
suppose  as input function in Maple. As one can perceive, 

vertical asymptotes, originated from mistakes in implementation of 
plot function, are shown and the plot of function seems to be 
continuous and there is no difference between actual values of 
function and vertical asymptotes. On the other hand, Ostad depicts 
function values exactly and does not show vertical asymptotes. 

Maple: 

  



Ostad:
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